Advocacy Support for Libraries

Key Advocacy Resources with Division Specific Information

Advocacy and Issues

How do libraries impact our patrons and our communities?

ALA’s Libraries Transform campaign states:

1. Libraries transform lives.
2. Libraries transform communities.
3. Librarians are passionate advocates for lifelong learning.
4. Libraries are a smart investment.

To do this, the value of the library needs shared, heard and supported. ALA’s Advocacy Center can help us library professionals know about policy and legislation changes, and how to best take action. Your personal values and your library and university mission statements will help focus your advocacy work, from Intellectual Freedom to Equity, Diversity & Inclusion, to funding support. Take a stand and take a step forward with information from our professional associations, ALA and ACRL.

Call to Action: Register to receive ALA action alerts
http://cqrcengage.com/ala/app/register?1&m=341563